Shape and eccentricity effects in adhesive contacts of rodlike particles.
The effects of shape and eccentricity on adhesion and detachment behavior of long, rodlike particles in contact with a half-space are analyzed using contact mechanics. The particles are considered to have cross sections that are squarish, oblate, or prolate rather than circular. Such cross sections are represented very generally by using superellipses. The contact mechanics model allows deduction of closed-form expressions for the contact pressure, load-contact size relation, detachment load, and detachment contact size. It is found that even relatively small deviations in shape from a cylinder have a significant influence on the detachment load. Eccentricity also affects the adhesive behavior, but to a lesser extent, with oblate shapes requiring larger separation loads than prolate shapes. The load-contact size solution reduces to that for a right-circular, cylindrical rod when the appropriate limit is taken. The detachment behavior of right-circular cylinders is also found to be mimicked by an entire family of rod shapes with different cross sections.